
638 Royal Street, 
New Orleans, 
La, 70130 
Mareh 13, 1969 

Dear Sylvia, 
Thank vou very much for your letter of argh 6, I avpreciated you 

comments, as well as your moral support, I Rawit“the letter to Ed Wegmann, 
and he exoressed appreciation as well, (I met him ata party given by 
irvin Dymond, which was in the nature of a celebration party—lask Saturday 
afternoon--somewhat marred by Shaw's re=indictment for ver jury. 

I received a letter from Ed Wegmann today in which he makes the foll- 
owing additional comments to yours: 

"One more comment is also appropriate, and that 
ig the fact of the obligation of a public vrosec- 
utor to protect the innocent and convict the guilty—- 
the obligation of a public prosecutor to divulge 
ana Celiver to the defendant evidence favorable to 
the defendant, Obviously Mr, Garrison is not aware 
of these obligations,” 

i also received a letter from Dick Popkin, in which he exoresses sone 
consternation about the charges filed acainst™®and obviously does not quite 
know what to make of it, He wants me to collaborate with him in an article 
"assessing the new cate that cane up" in the trial, r@levant to the assass- 
ination, This igs in fact quite an interesting question to look at, although Fad not quite my field, and I especially have reservations about what Popkin 
might have to say about it, For instance, on the subject of Clinton, he 
writes: "If it was Oswald, and it definitely seems to have been, don't you 
think..." (No I don't.) I would have thought this might be more your field, 
as i think there were some new disclesures, eg. from Finck, larina Oswald, 
Frazier etc.; plus the autonsy hearing in Washington, frankly, I am not 
sufficiently well versed in the complieations of the autopsy history, and 
Popkin's suggestion is not really one I have the time or inclination to 
get into, 

i enclose three items: 1, A swmary of Garrison's interview tonight 
on TV by Alec Gifford, 2, A copy of my article on "Gorruption in Louisiana", 
and 3, the first ten vages of a retyped version of a diary I was keeping 
while working in the DA's office, I imagine you will find the latter to be 
of some interest, Apart from ny lawyer, whom I have given a xerox of the Ciliary, 
you are the only nerson I have shown this to, You may show it to people you 
feel you can rely on to keep the information contained therein to xem: them 
selves, such as Tink Thonpson, Ultimately, I think the ci will be about 
three times the length of the part I am sending you, Tt is most regrettable 
that I cid not devote more tine to this diary, and keep it every day, as it 
turned out (to me, at any zate,) to be of considcrable interest when I re-read 
it the other day for the first time, 

for the next few days I shall be working on a similar chronoley of the 
events of the past 2 months, at the request of my lawyers; it might turn out 
to be of some importance if T an brought to trial, = shall then enntinue 
with the ciary, I shall continue to send you carbons of these chronologies, 
but I mist urge you to be Cisereet about this, as I know you have alvays been 
in the past, It is, of course, a relief for me to set copies of this infor— 
mation outside Garrison's jurisdietion,. 

Incidentally, ths Clinton witnesses were to a large extent mut togther by Lt, “ruge, as 10 Was at the above mentioned 
party, told me that Pruge was very recently fired, but he ¢icn't know for what 
reason, 
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